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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field, R a K-algebra with unit. 
In [6] primes of R have been introduced in order to study a structure 
sheaf on the space of primes of R. Here we investigate localization at 
primes of R for its own merit. 
Giving a prime yields an embedding of R-mod., the category of left 
R-modules, into R’-mod. for some subring R’ of R. Special primes will be 
primes for which R may be recovered from R’ by central extension i.e. 
R E R’ 80, K, where 0~ = R’ n K is the valuation ring corresponding to 
the prime considered. In this case, localization of R considered as an 
object of RI-mod. yields a ring. 
In section 2 kernel functors on R’-mod. and R-mod. are related to one 
another and in section 3 we study the behaviour of the left Ore condition 
and the AR-property under change of rings. Particular interest is taken 
in the relations between the symmetric and non-symmetric kernel functors 
associated to a prime. A class of primes, the semi-restricted ones, genera- 
lizing the restricted primes which have been considered in [6], hw been 
selected here, because for such a prime there is essentially only one sym- 
metric and one non-symmetric kernel functor on R-mod. to be associated 
to it. 
Section 4 deals with prime kernel functors for not necessarily left 
Noetherian rings and we have included an application to the case where 
R is the universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional nilpotent 
Lie algebra over a field. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a field and R a K-ring with unit. 
A prime P of R/K is a completely prime ideal of a subring R’ of R 
such that R’ n K is a valuation ring Ox of K, and if x, y E R with xy E R’, 
then x $ R’ implies y E P, similarly, y $ R’ implies x: E P cf [6]. A prime 
P C R’ is special iff for every x E R there is a O#il E OK, such that 2~ E R’. 
Primes generalize the concept of a valuation ring. For example maximal 
orders over a Noetherian ring in a skew field. 
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A kernel functor 0 on R-mod. is a left exact subfunctor of the identity. 
0 is called idempotent if o(M/o(M)) = 0 for all M E R-mod. and we write 
F(R) for the set of idempotent kernel functors on R-mod. An R-module 
M is a-torsion if o(M) = M and a-torsion free if a(M)=O. To an arbitrary 
kernel functor 0 there is associated a Gabriel filter T(a) consisting of left 
ideals I of R such tha.t R/I is u-torsion. Conversely, to a Gabriel filter T 
there corresponds a kernel fun&or u on R-mod., defined by u(M) = (x E M, 
Ix=0 for some I E T} and T =T(u) cf [2]. u E F(R) is said to be symmetric 
if every left ideal in T(u) contains an ideal in T(u). To u E F(R) there 
corresponds a. left exact localization fun&or Qd in R-mod. If Q0 is right 
exact and commutes with direct sums, then u E F(R) is called a T-functor 
cf [2]. 
For standard definitions and further details the reader is referred to 
PI, PI, [31, [41, 171. 
Again, let P C R’ be a special prime of R/K and put OK= R’ n K. 
LEYMA 1.1. 
Let I be a left ideal of R. 
If ICP, then IRCP. 
PROOF 
Suppose that IR $ P. Then there are at E 1 and rg E R such that 1; ccl r{ $ P. 
There exist Lr E OK, &ra E R’. 
,$:’ m E I yields A,:’ at E P. It follows that 2; al &rl& ri = 2: 2,:’ at & rf E P, 
contradiction. 
Hence IR C P. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
If I is an ideal of R’, then RI=RIR. 
PROOF 
Let a E RIR, a= xi rialri with aa E I and ri and r; elements of R. There 
exist ;le E OK such that &r; E R’. 
Then a = 2: rg at I;lla ri = 2; )i;‘ra ai & ri E RI and it follows that RI = RIR. 
II. RELATING KERNEL FUNCTORS ON R'-MOD. AND R-MOD. 
Let R be a K-ring with unit. 
Consider a special prime P C R’ of R/K and put OK= R’ n K. Since 
R g R’ @.o= K it is clear that R’ C; R is a left flat ring epimorphism. 
Therefore there exists a T-fun&or x on R’-mod. such that R =&JR’) 
cf [l], Because x has property (T), it follows that T(X) = {I left ideal of R’, 
RI = R} = {I left ideal of R’, I n OK # (0)). It is clear that x is a symmetric 
kernel functor. The canonical morphism j, : R’ + &JR’) = R coincides with 
the canonical inclusion, thus R’ is X-torsion free. From j, we derive a 
mapping 1; : F(R’) --f P(R) as follows: to u E F(R’) corresponds &(~)=a, 
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which is given by the idempotent filter of left Q,(R’)-ideals T(u,) = (1 CR, 
R/I is o-torsion as an R’-module}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
If (T E F(R’), then T(o,) = {Q,(I), I E T(a)). 
PROOF 
Let J E T(u,) and put J’ = J n R’. By property (T) for X, Qx(J’) = RJ’ = J 
Moreover Q,(R’)/J=Qx(R’/J’) and RI/J’ is x-torsion free. J E T(a,) implies 
that R/J is a-torsion as RI-module, hence RI/J’ is o-torsion as submodule 
of Q,(R’)/J. Thus J=Qx(J’) with J’ E T(a). 
Conversely, let I E T(o). If x E Q,(R’), then ilx E R’ for some A E OK. 
Since R’/I is a-torsion, Jlix C I for some J E T(o); hence Jx C RI=&,(I). 
Therefore Q,(R’)/Q,(I) is o-torsion as an RI-module and thus Qx(I) E 
E T(4. 
REMARK : T(o,) = (RI, I E T(o)}= {R[I], I E T(a)}. 
If g E F(R’) is symmetric, then ar E P(R) is symmetric by lemma 1.2. 
Moreover, even in the absence of the left Noetherian hypothesis one proves 
tha,t o, has property (T), if G has property (T). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
If u E F(R’), then a(&@‘)) = Qx(a(R’)). 
PROOF 
The exact sequence 0 -+ a(R’) + R’ -+ R’/c(R’) + 0 yields under locali- 
zation an exact sequence 0 + Qr(a(R’)) + Q,(R’) + Q,(R’/o(R’)). 
If we prove that a(Q,(R’/o(R’))) = 0, then o(Q,(R’)) C Q,(o(R’)). First 
we show that R’/o(R’) is X-torsion free. If 2 E x(R’/o(R’)), then Ax E o(R’) 
for some il E OK. Therefore IAs= E R’ for some I E T(u), hence Ix=0 and 
2 E o(E). 
Now, if x E o(Qx(R’/o(R’))), th en Ix = 0 for some I E T(c) while Ax E 
E R’/o(R’) for some 3, E Ox. Ikc= 0 implies that Ix E o(R’/o(R’))=O and 
thus x=0. 
Conversely, pick an x E Q,(o(R’)). S ince x(o(R’)) C x(R’) = 0, there exists 
a il E Ox such that AX E a(R’). Therefore Iilx=O for some I E T(o), hence 
Ix= 0 and x E a(Q,(R’)) follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
If G E P(R’), then Q,,Q,(R’) g QoQn(R’). 
PROOF 
,First note that a, and 0 coincide on Q,(R’)-mod. 
Then dQz(R')) = o(Qz(R')) = Qz(@')). 
Put JI= QxVWx(Q,(R')) = QxW)IQ,(4R')) = QnWbW)). 
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&f is X-torsion free as an R’-module, hence the injective hulls of M in 
R’mod. and &JR’)-mod. are isomorphic in R’-mod. cf [l]. 
Since Qx( R’/a( R’ ) ) is a o-torsion free R’-module, M is a-torsion free as 
an R’-module. Now, by construction we have the inclusions M C Q,(M) C 
C E(M), where E(M) is an injective hull of M. By construction again, 
E(M)/&,,(M) is qtorsion free, hence u-torsion free as an R’-module. Then, 
since E(M) is a-injective, it follows that Qox(M) is o-injective as an R’- 
module. Moreover Q,,(M)/M is ~z-torsion, hence o-torsion as an RI-module. 
All this yields that Qoz(M) is isomorphic to Q,(M) considered as an R’- 
module. 
Now, it is clear that Qaz(M)=Qa,Q,(R’), while Qa(M)=QaQx(R’). 
COROLLARY 
Q,(R), u E P(R’), is a ring. 
Let R’ be a left Noetherian ring (then R = Q,(R’) is also left Noetherian). 
Consider the m-systems S= R\P, So= R\Po, S’ = R’\P and Sh = R’\Po, 
with PO the maximal element in the set of ideals of R contained in P. 
The symmetric kernel functors associated to these, in the sense of Murdoch- 
Van Oystaeyen cf [5], are denoted by US, as,, on R-mod. and us’, 0s; on 
R-mod. respectively. 
DEFINITION 
A prime P C R’ of R/K is senhestricted if for every x E R\P there 
exists a R E K such that &.r E R’\P. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
Let R’ be a left Noetherian ring. 
1. If P C R’ is a semi-restricted prime of R/K, then (us<),= (a,$),. 
2. If P C R’ is a special prime of R/K, then us= us,,= (us&. 
PROOF 
1. It is obvious that us, G us;. 
o Let I E T((u&). Then I= QJJ) = RJ and J contains an ideal J” of R’, 
J$Po. 
J” $ PO yields RJ” $ P. Choose s E R&P, then, by the semi-restrictedness 
of P, there exists a iz E K such that J.s E (Rjn R’)\,P; hence RJ”n R’ E 
E qw). o 
Now RJ=Q,(Rjn R’) yields that RJ” E T((us,),) and thus 1 E T((usa),). 
2. We prove that us= US,. It is obvious that us < OS,. 
If 1 E T(us,,), then I contains an ideal f of R, fr# PO. ? Q: PO implies 
that I” I# P. Therefore I” E T(as) and thus I E T(us). 
We are left to prove that as,,= (a,$,. If I E T(os,,), then 1 contains an 
ideal T of R, I”$ PO. I”=Q$ n R’) = R(j A R’) yields that IOn R’ c# PO; 
hence I” n R’ E T(a,$). Then I” E T( (us;),) and I E T((us,),) follows. 
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Conversely, let I E T((a$,). Then I=&(J)= RJ and J contains an 
ideal J” of R’, J” $ PO. The ideal Rf of R is not contained in PO, hence 
RYE T(as,) and thus 1 E T(as,). 
Again, let R’ be an arbitrary ring with unit. 
Consider the multiplicative sets G,-, C So and Gg C S& defined aa 
and 
The idempotent functors associated to S, GO, S’ and G& in the sense of 
Lambek-Michler cf [3], are denoted by zs, ZS, on R-mod. and zs’, r,$ on 
RI-mod. respectively. 
LEMMA 2.5. 
The following relations are satisfied: 
1. S C Go 
2. G;=G,, n R’ 
3. S’ C G; 
PROOF 
1. Let s E S and assume that rs E PO, r E R. Suppose that r 4 PO. Then 
there is an x E R such that xr $ P by lemma 1.1. 
Since S is a multiplicative set, we have that xrs 6 P and thus xrs $ PO; 
contradiction, because rs E PO. 
2. Let s E G& Suppose that rs E PO, r E R. There is a I E OK such that 
ilr E R’. From Irs E PO follows ilr E PO, hence r E PO. Thus GA C GO n R’ 
and GG=G, n R’. 
3. S’=SnR’CGonR’=G;. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 
1. If P C R’ is a semi-restricted prime of R/K, then (ts*)%= (r,$),. 
2. If P C R’ is a special prime of R/K, then ts = ZS, = (r,$,),. 
PROOF 
1. It is clear that ts’<ts; by lemma 2.5. 
Let I E T((ts&). Hence I=Q*(J)=RJ, J E T(-c,$). 
Take r E R’. Then 8# [J : r] n Gi C [J: r] n Sh implies that R[J: r] $ P. 
Choose s E R[J: r]\P, then, by the semi-restrictedness of P, there exists 
a 1 E K such that Is E R’\P. 
Since k E R[J: rl n R’ C [RJ n R’: r], it follows that RJ n R’ E T(t,y). 
Now RJ=Q,(RJ n R’) entails that I E T((zst),). 
2. First we prove that ts=ts,. Obviously ts<zs, by lemma, 2.5. 
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Conversely, let I E T(ts,,). Take r E R. Then 0# [I : r] r\ Go C [I: r] n SO 
implies that [I: r] $ P, hence I E T(ts). 
Now we are going to prove that tsO= (ts&. 
Let IE T(ts,J and r~ R’. Then there exists an 8 E [I: r] n GO. 
There is a 3, E Ox such that 2s E R’. 
Then As E [I n R’ : r] n Gi and thus I n R’ E T(t,$). 
Therefore I= &(I n R’) E T((z,$),). 
Conversely; if I E T((z,$),), then I=&,(J)= RJ, J E T(z,$). 
Take r E R. Then IT E R’ for some il E OK. 
From [J: Jr] n GA # 0 it follows that 0# [RJ: r] n Gi. 
Hence 0# [RJ: r] n GO and thus I E T(ts,). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. 
Let R be left Noetherian, P a prime of R/K and put S=R\P. Then 
CTS = ?s, where ?s is the largest symmetric kernel functor smaller than zs. 
PROOF 
If I E T(as), then I contains an ideal r” of R, I”$ P. 
Since BOER fC[?:r], we have that BreR, [?:r]nS#0. 
Hence I E T(?s) and thus I E T(ts). 
Conversely, if I E T(?s), then I contains an ideal I” such that Br E R 
[I”: r] n S#0. I” n S#0 implies that ;E T(os) and thus I E T(as). 
COROLLARY: 
The above proposition together with the forgoing and [7] proposition 4 
may be used to reprove proposition 2.4. 
III. THE ORE CONDITION 
Again, in this section, P C R’ is a special prime of R/K and OK = R’ n K. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
The following statements are equivalent : 
1. SisaleftOresetinR 
2. Go is a left Ore set in R 
3. SO is a left Ore set in R 
4. 19; is a left Ore set in R 
5. Si is a left Ore set in R’ 
6. Gh is a left Ore set in R’ 
7. Gi is a left Ore set in R. 
PROOF 
142: Take s E GO and r E R. Since s E SO, there exists an x E R such 
that xs E S, see lemma 1.1. Then there is an 8’ E S and an r’ E R such 
that s’r=r’xs. s’ E GO by lemma 2.5. 
2 3 3: Take s E SO and r E R. There is an x E R such that x8 E S, hence 
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zs E Go. Then there is an s’ E GO C SO and an r’ E R such that s’r =r’xs. 
3 --f 4: Take s E A$, and r E R. Since s E So, there is an s’ E SO and an 
r’ E R such that s’r=r’s. There exists a I E OK such that Is’ E R’ and 
As’ $4 PO. 
Then AS’; is an Ore set in R, because (As’) r= (Lr’) s. 
4 3 5: Follows from the fact that R= Q,(R’) is a central localization 
of R’. 
5 + 6 : Take s E Gi and r E R’. s E A$ and thus there is an s’ E Sh and 
an r’ E R’ such that s’ r = r’ s. 
Since s’ ES;, there exists an x E R such that xs’ ES and thus xs’ E Go. 
Now )rxr’ E R’ for some il E Ox. 
Furthermore there exists a p E OK such that ,uAxs’ E R’ and one ellsily 
verifies that ,uIxs’ E G{. 
Then GA is an Ore set in R’, because (,uAzs’) r = ($xr’) s, with ,uilxs’ E Gh 
and ,uAxr’ E R’. 
6 + 7: Follows immediately from the fact that R=Q,(R’) is a central 
localization of R’. 
7-+ 1: Take s E S and r E R. Since s E Go, there exists a 3, E Ox such that 
1s E 4. Then there is an s’ E GA and an r’ E R such that s’ r = r’ As. Now 
s’ E S& hence xs‘ E S for some x E R. Then S is an Ore set in R, because 
(xs’) r = (xr’l) s. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
1. S’ is a left Ore set in R iff S’ is a left Ore set in R’. 
2. If P CR’ is a semi-restricted prime, then S’ is a left Ore set in R 
iff S is a left Ore set in R. 
PROOF 
1. Pollows from the fact that R= Q,(R’) is a central localization of R’. 
2. Suppose that S’ is a left Ore set in R and take s E S and r E R. ils E S’ 
for some 3, E K, by the semi-restrictedness of P. 
Then there is an s’ E S’ C S and an r’ E R such that s’r = #As. Conversely, 
suppose that S is a left Ore set in R and take s E S’ and r E R. Since s E S, 
there is an s’ E S and an r’ E R such that s’r = r’s. By the semi-restrictedness 
of P, Is’ E S’ for some 3, E K. Then S’ is a left Ore set in R, because 
(Id’) r = (i.r’) s. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
Let R’ be left Noetherian and P be a prime such that S’ is a left Ore 
set in RI. 
If I is a left ideal of R’, I I# zs,(R’), then for any ideal J of R’ JI C PI 
implies J C P. 
PROOF 
ts, has property (T), because S’ is a left Ore set in R’. If J $ P, then 
J n S’ # fl and thus J E T(z,y), because S’ is an Ore set. Therefore 
I I Q,,(R ) JI=Q,,(R 1 I=Q,,V). 
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Since JI C PI, we get &,(1) C &,,(R’) PI C PeQz,,(I) and thus Q,,,(I) = 
= Pe &,,(I), where PC = Q,,,(R’) P is the Jacobson radical of Q,,,(R’), cf [3]. 
By Nakayama’s lemma &,,(I) = 0 follows. Therefore I C .c~s(R’), contra- 
diction. 
Recall that an ideal I of R satisfies the left Artin-Rees condition in R 
iff for every left ideal J of R there is an n E iV such that I* n J C IJ. 
From the fact that Q,(R’) =R one easily deduces the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
1. If I is an ideal of R’ satisfying the AR-condition (left) in R’, then 
RI is an ideal of R satisfying the AR-condition in R. 
2. If I is an ideal of R such that the ideal I n R’ satisfies the AR- 
condition in R’, then I satisfies the AR-condition in R. 
3. If I is an ideal of R’ and R, then it satisfies the AR-condition in R’ 
iff it satisfies the AR-condition in R. 
COROLLARY 
PO is classical in R’ iff PO is classical in R. 
PROOF 
cf proposition 3.1. and proposition 3.4. 
The following situation may arise when one studies orders in central 
simple algebras, in particular, there where unramified pseudo-places of 
skew fields appear: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. 
If R’ is finite dimensional over its Noetherian center 0~ and if S’ is 
a left Ore set in R’, then Q,,(R’) =Q,,(R’) = R. 
PROOF 
Since P is a classical prime ideal of R’, it follows that ts’ is a central 
localization with respect to the prime ideal P n OK, cf [8]. Since OK has 
rank one, P n OK= HK. Hence x= ZS’, while us’ = ts’ because R’ is fully 
left bounded Noetherian. 
IV. PRIME KERNEL FUNCTORS 
For definition and more detail on prime kernel functors cf [2]. 
Let R be any ring with unit, not necessarily left Noetherian, P a com- 
pletely prime ideal of R and put S=R\P=G(P). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
If S is a left Ore set in R, then ts = TRIP and it is a prime kernel functor 
on R-mod. 
PROOF 
First we show that ts(R/P)=U. If 5 E ts(R/P), then If=0 for some 
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.Z E T(zs). Therefore there exists an s E I r7 8 such that 8~ E P. Since P 
is a completely prime ideal and s $ P, it follows that r $ P or 8= 0. 
Therefore zs < rRJp. 
Secondly, we prove that zs > ZR/p. If I 4 T(zs), then I n 23 = 0 or I C P. 
Therefore Horns (R/z E(R/P)) # 0, where E(R/P) is an injective hull of 
RIP. Hence I $ T( rR/P) ad thus rR/P<Zs. 
Finally we show that RIP is a support for ZS. 
Every nonzero submodule of R/P is image of some left ideal I of R 
which contains P properly, hence I E T(ts). 
Therefore zs(R/P/I/P) = zs(R/I) = R/I = RIP 1 I/P. 
Moreover ts(R/P)=O and thus R/P is a support for rs. 
Thus zs=zR/p is a prime kernel functor on R-mod. 
Let R be a K-ring with unit and PC R’ a special prime of R/K. Put 
MO = R/PO, M’ = R’IP and Mi = R’IPo. 
COROLLARY 
1. If PO is a completely prime ideal of R and 80 is a left Ore set in R, 
then TV,,= z~a is a prime kernel functor on R-mod. 
2. If PO is a completely prime ideal of R’ and 8; is a left Ore set in R’, 
then zs,,= rM; is a prime kernel fun&or on R’-mod. 
3. If S is a left Ore set in R’, then zs’=tM’ is a prime kernel fun&or 
on RI-mod. 
The assumptions in 1, 2 and 3 are related, see section 3. 
REMARK 
Let R be the universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional nil- 
potent Lie algebra over a field K. 
Note that R is a left Noetherian ring. 
Let P CR’ be a special prime of R/K. 
Every prime ideal of R is a completely prime ideal, hence PO is a comple- 
tely prime ideal of R and R’. Furthermore 6’0 is a left Ore set in R, 
cf [4]. 
We obtain the following results: 
z,$ =ZM; is a prime kernel functor on R’-mod. and (r&=zs= rs,,= tag is 
a prime kernel functor on R-mod. 
If P is a semi-restricted prime of R, then zs =zM’ is a prime kernel 
funotor on R’-mod. and (zs,)~= (r,$), is a prime kernel functor on R-mod. 
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